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Abstract 

Humans excel in instruction following to boost performance in unfamiliar situations. We can 

do so through so-called prepared reflexes: Abstract instructions are instantly translated into 

appropriate task rules in procedural working memory, after which imperative stimuli directly 

trigger their corresponding responses in a ballistic, reflex-like manner. But how much control 

do we have over these instructed task rules when their reflexes suddenly lose their relevance? 

Inspired by the phenomenon of directed forgetting in declarative working memory, we here 

tested across four experiments if the presentation of (implicit or explicit) task cancellation 

cues results in the directed dismantling of recently instructed task rules. Our findings suggest 

that  even when cancelation cues are actively processed  such dismantling does not occur 

(Experiment 1-3) unless the no-longer relevant task rules are replaced by a new set of rules 

(Experiment 4). These findings and their implications are discussed in the broader context of 

action control and working memory. 

 

Keywords: Instructions; Action Control; Cognitive Control; Working Memory; Prepared 

Reflex; Flexibility; Instruction Following; Directed Forgetting 
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Tenacious instructions: How to dismantle newly instructed task rules?  

In every-day life, goal-directed behavior requires constant adaptation to new challenges and 

demands. For most species, discovering how to act best in an unfamiliar context is a laborious 

process that involves costly trial-and-error learning of the appropriate set of stimulus-response 

rules. Fortunately, due to extraordinary language abilities, humans can boost learning and 

performance through explicit instruction (e.g., Rastle et al., 2021) and circumvent the trial-

and-error process. For example, a driving instructor can instruct the student driver how to 

maneuver the car, preparing the student  for the most appropriate procedures to be 

executed in traffic. Hence, instruction following is a core mechanism in goal-directed action 

control. 

Behavior is governed by a multitude of instructions presented at different moments in 

time, and no-longer-relevant instructions need to be quickly updated by relevant ones. The 

student driver may need to quickly forget old instructions, and adapt to new ones, when an 

oncoming car unexpectedly changes the traffic situation. Previous research has shown that, 

once prepared for, instructed stimulus-response rules are applied and executed in a rather 

effortless and reflex-like manner (for reviews, see Brass et al., 2017; Meiran et al., 2012). Yet, 

little is known about the level of adaptive control humans hold over already prepared but not 

yet executed instructions. When the context requires us to do so, can we  new 

stimulus-response instructions as easily as we can apply them? 

Instructions at the origin of human action control 

Action control is an umbrella term for adaptive processes that serve goal-directed behavior, 

monitoring and adjusting the information-processing stream between environmental input and 

behavioral output in order to reach a goal. Such control is highly versatile and encompasses 

various more dedicated functions (cf. Miyake et al., 2000), such as task switching (e.g., Koch 

et al., 2018), response inhibition (e.g., Verbruggen & Logan, 2008), and conflict adaptation 
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(e.g., Botvinick et al., 2001). A general challenge is to understand action control as a self-

regulating system that does not postulate ill-defined sets of homunculi (Monsell & Driver, 

2000). Several proposals to face this challenge have been made, conceptualizing action 

control as the interaction between computationally well-defined basic mechanisms (e.g., 

Verbruggen, McLaren, & Chambers, 2014) and/or as the product of basic learning 

mechanisms (e.g., Abrahamse et al., 2016; Botvinick et al., 2001; Egner, 2014; Frings et al., 

2020; Schmidt et al., 2016). These accounts generally highlight the importance of instructions 

in configuring the control system when a new task needs to be performed; yet, the 

mechanisms through which this is achieved, remain underspecified. 

Interest into the mechanisms underlying instruction following increased substantially 

over recent years (for reviews, see Brass et al., 2017; Cole et al., 2017; Meiran et al., 2012; 

Meiran et al., 2017). Most of this research has been inspired by the observation that 

instructions  once prepared for  automatically impact behavior (e.g., Cohen-Kdoshay & 

Meiran, 2007; De Houwer et al., 2005; Liefooghe et al., 2012; Meiran et al., 2015a; Wenke et 

al., 2007; Whitehead & Egner, 2018a,b). One task that demonstrates such automaticity in 

instruction following is the inducer-diagnostic paradigm (e.g., Braem et al., 2017; Everaert et 

al., 2014; Liefooghe et al., 2012, 2013, 2016; Liefooghe & De Houwer, 2018; Theeuwes et 

al., 2014, 2015). The paradigm is outlined in Figure 1 (please note that Figure 1 displays an 

example of the standard paradigm, while for the current study we adjusted it on several 

aspects that are elaborated on in the below Method sections). It demonstrates an automatic 

impact of yet unexecuted stimulus-response instructions (prepared for an upcoming inducer 

task  on a currently ongoing diagnostic task  via overlapping response options between the 

two tasks. Specifically, performance on congruent diagnostic trials (in which the stimulus-

response rules of both tasks indicate the same response) is typically better than performance 

on incongruent trials (for reviews, see Brass et al., 2017; Cole et al., 2017; Meiran, et al. 

2017). This robust effect is referred to as the Instruction-Based Congruency (IBC) effect. 
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-------------------------------------------------- 

INSERT FIGURE 1 AROUND HERE 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 The IBC effect has been shown to vary as a function of instruction preparation (e.g., 

Braem et al., 2019; Liefooghe et al., 2012; Liefooghe et al., 2013; Meiran et al., 2015b; 

Wenke et al., 2009; Whitehead & Egner, 2018b). Such preparation likely involves the 

formation and active maintenance in working memory of action-oriented, procedural 

representations that enable stimulus-response reflexes (e.g., Brass et al., 2017; Liefooghe et 

al., 2012; Meiran & Cohen-Kdoshay, 2012): Once an imperative stimulus (feature) is 

encountered, the instructed corresponding response is automatically triggered. This aligns 

with  a core feature of (voluntary) 

action control more generally (e.g., Hommel, 2009). The notion that instruction following is 

(in part) completed through prepared reflexes, provides for a mechanistic, homunculus-free 

incorporation of instruction following into the control chain that is targeted in aforementioned 

general action control accounts (Abrahamse et al., 2016; Egner, 2014; Frings et al., 2020; 

Schmidt et al., 2016; Verbruggen et al., 2014). Namely, determining the appropriate 

instructed response at each moment evolves directly from specific probes in the stimulus 

context, and does not require an unspecified intelligent controller (cf. general-purpose 

systems; e.g. Baddeley, 1998; Norman & Shallice, 1986). 

Placing instruction following in the broader context of action control, raises the 

question about the level of control that the cognitive system maintains over newly encoded 

instructions. Prepared reflexes may be a core mechanism through which people are enabled to 

instantly use new instructions to steer ongoing behavior  which is of great benefit in terms of 

flexible adaptation to new and/or changing environments. However, in the absence of any 

additional control mechanism, prepared reflexes may lead to rigid and erroneous instruction 
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following once these instructions become outdated and thus no longer relevant. As will be 

discussed below, the instructed removal of no longer relevant information has been explored 

extensively for declarative . However, much less is 

known about the procedural representations in working 

memory  even though this ability seems just as critical for goal-directed behavior. 

Directed dismantling in working memory 

Working memory ultimately serves goal-directed action (e.g., Manohar et al., 2019; Nobre & 

Stokes, 2019; Wolff et al., 2017). Hence, besides declarative content (underlying for example 

the typical recall and recognition tasks), working memory involves a procedural system for 

representations that control processing (including stimulus-response rules, and executive 

control settings; Oberauer, 2009; Oberauer, 2010; Oberauer et al., 2013). Instruction 

following requires a transfer from declarative to procedural working memory (Brass et al., 

2017): When instructed about how to perform an upcoming task, a successful participant is 

required to translate the declarative input into appropriate procedural representations. Without 

such translation, instructions may still be retained (i.e., in a declarative format) but cannot be 

appropriately executed  as observed for example in frontal lesion patients (Milner, 1963). 

The IBC effect provides a window into this still poorly understood interplay between 

declarative and procedural working memory, which is increasingly recognized as a critical 

aspect of goal-directed action (e.g., Panichello & Buschman, 2021). 

Whether declarative and procedural working memory representations actually share 

dedicated resources and processes (Barouillet et al., 2015), or are independent systems that 

work according to common principles (Oberauer, 2009; 2010)  it is likely that similar control 

mechanisms are at play between them. Specifically, in order for declarative and procedural 

working memory to function properly in line with their limited capacities for novel 

information (e.g., Oberauer, 2010), both require its content to be restricted to the most 
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relevant information for the task at hand. As such, with an eye on the constantly changing 

tasks and their demands that working memory is faced with, proper working memory function 

not only requires selection of the most relevant information, but also the ability to rapidly 

update its content when demands change. 

Updating in declarative working memory has been proposed to involve an active 

removal mechanism (Lewis-Peacock et al., 2018). This mechanism alters the representational 

status of declarative working memory content when it is no longer relevant in order to reduce 

its access (e.g., via synaptic weight changes; Lewis-Peacock et al., 2018). Such active 

removal is increasingly supported and understood through studies demonstrating the impact of 

cues that indicate the participant to either keep remembering or forget information that is in 

working memory (e.g., Dames & Oberauer, 2021; Ecker et al., 2014a; Ecker et al., 2014b; 

Festini & Reuter-Lorenz, 2013; Festini & Reuter-Lorenz, 2014; Wolff et al., 2017). For 

example, Festini and Reuter-Lorenz (2013) demonstrated that directed forgetting in 

declarative working memory  reduces semantic interference, a well-known 

effect that occurs when lists of semantically related words are studied. Importantly, directed 

forgetting in declarative memory can be selective. Various studies have shown that specific 

 but not 

 can be 

selectively affected by forget cues (e.g., Aguirre et al., 2017; Delaney et al., 2009). This fits 

the notion of active and directed removal from declarative working memory. 

Whereas directed forgetting has been extensively investigated for declarative 

information, little is known about the ability to remove information from procedural working 

memory when no longer relevant. In view of its importance for goal-directed behavior, we 

-response rules. 

The present study 
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Previous work in the domain of instruction following indicates that stimulus-response 

representations can be quickly configured in procedural working memory without much 

effort, as they instantly generate so-called prepared reflexes after being instructed (cf. the IBC 

effect; Brass et al., 2017). But can such newly installed representations be actively and 

efficiently removed from capacity-limited procedural working memory upon demand as well? 

In a series of four experiments, we here tested the impact of (implicit or explicit) lation 

ed the presentation of newly instructed stimulus-response rules. We adapted 

the inducer-diagnostic paradigm (see Figure 1) by adding a second series of trials of the 

diagnostic task after the completion (i.e., implicit cancellation; Experiment 1), explicit 

cancellation (Experiments 2 and 3), or replacement (Experiment 4) of the initial inducer task 

rules. The main question throughout this series of experiments, then, was whether the stimuli 

from the  now no longer relevant  inducer task instructions would still trigger an IBC effect 

in this second series of trials of the diagnostic task.1 Our rationale was that if the cognitive 

system can dismantle newly formed procedural task representations as efficiently as it can 

create them, then the IBC effect should be eliminated or attenuated after instructions are 

canceled and no longer relevant.2 

Experiment 1 

As mentioned above, participants were presented with an adapted variant of the inducer-

diagnostic paradigm. Participants were instructed that on the diagnostic task trials, they had to 

decide whether a stimulus was presented in italic or upright (e.g., upright, press left; italic, 

press right). These diagnostic task rules remained the same across all runs throughout the 

                                                 

1 Hence, the congruency manipulation underlying the IBC effect in the second series of diagnostic trials 
was determined no longer in reference to an upcoming inducer task (cf. Figure 1), but in reference to a  now no 
longer relevant   

2 In the General Discussion we discuss how such dismantling is different from more general task 
switching, and how these two domains may nevertheless inform each other. 
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experiment (and used across all experiments reported in the current paper). An outline of the 

different run types for Experiment 1 is presented in Figure 2. Each run started with the 

instruction of two new stimulus-response mappings of the inducer task (e.g., 

. Following the encoding of these instructions, the first diagnostic task 

was presented. After the last trial of this first diagnostic task, the inducer task was performed. 

Finally, the second diagnostic task was presented. 

On Filler Runs (Figure 2) both inducer task stimulus-response mappings were 

executed in between the first and second diagnostic task  as both the inducer task probes 

(i.e., stimuli) were presented once. Critically, in the runs of interest (Target Runs in Figure 2) 

only one of the two instructed stimuli of the inducer task was probed (either once or twice) 

and had to be responded to ( )  leaving the other 

. In the second diagnostic task, 

which immediately followed the probe of the inducer task, a distinction for Target Runs could 

thus be made between stimuli in the diagnostic task that were executed in the context of the 

inducer task (applied inducer stimulus doll ), and stimuli that were never probed in the 

inducer task context and thus never responded to (unapplied inducer stimulus car ). 

The unapplied inducer stimuli were thus part of an instructed stimulus-response mapping of 

the inducer task , that was prepared for, that was never executed, and that 

was no longer relevant. We tested whether or not an IBC effect still emerged for especially 

the unapplied inducer stimuli in the second diagnostic task (i.e., thus when the inducer task 

was completed and no longer relevant).  

-------------------------------------------------- 

INSERT FIGURE 2 AROUND HERE 

-------------------------------------------------- 

Method 
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Participants. Thirty-eight students from Ghent University participated in return for 10 

euro. Participants were naive to the purpose of the experiment. Our experiments built upon 

the basic procedure for measuring IBC effects developed Liefooghe et al. (2012) in which the 

responses and stimuli of the inducer and diagnostic task overlap (see Figure 1). Two earlier 

experiments in which this procedure was used, showed medium-sized IBC effects with 

 of .55 (Experiment 1; Liefooghe et al., 2012) and .58 (Experiment 2; Liefooghe 

et al., 2012). As such, we determined a desired sample size of n = 32, aiming for a power of 

.80 to detect a medium-sized effect (i.e., d=.5, Cohen, 1962, 1988). Across the current study, 

only Experiment 2 below fell short of this desired sample size. Experiments in this study were 

not pre-registered. Ethical approval was obtained from the ethical committee of Ghent 

University for the overall research project that all Experiments 1-4 reported in the current 

study are part of. 

Tasks & Materials. For each participant, 48 pairs of inducer task stimulus-response 

mappings were randomly constructed on the basis of 96 Dutch nouns selected from the 

SUBTLEX-NL database (Keuleers et al., 2010). Each pair of mappings was used for the 

inducer task only once (i.e., each for a single run), and consisted of one stimulus assigned to a 

left response, and one stimulus to a right response. During the inducer task trials either both 

stimulus-response mappings (i.e., both left and right response assignments) had to be actually 

executed (16 Filler Runs), or only one of the two inducer task stimulus-response mappings 

was actually executed (32 Target Runs: 16 Target Runs with 1 probe of the inducer task, and 

16 Target Runs with twice the same probe of the inducer task). Target Runs were the main 

focus of interest (i.e., containing both an applied and unapplied inducer stimulus), while filler 

runs were included so that participants would infer that both inducer responses could actually 

be probed within a run. 
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In the diagnostic task trials, participants always judged whether a stimulus was printed 

upright or in italic. The left-right response assignment of the diagnostic task was 

counterbalanced across participants. The stimulus-response mapping instructions of the 

inducer task were followed by 0, 4, 8, or 12 trials of the first diagnostic task, and this number 

of trials was balanced across the Filler Runs and Target Runs. In line with previous studies, 

the number of trials of the first diagnostic task on each run was unpredictable for the 

participant. Accordingly, the onset of the probe of the inducer task was unpredictable, 

intended to encourage participants to keep prepared for the stimulus-response mappings of the 

inducer task (e.g., Liefooghe et al., 2012, 2013; Meiran et al., 2015a, 2015b). Following the 

probes of the inducer task, participants were always presented with the second diagnostic task, 

which included 20 trials. Similar to the first diagnostic task, congruency for the second 

diagnostic task was determined on the basis of having either a match (i.e., congruent) or 

mismatch (i.e., incongruent) between the specific responses signaled by the stimulus-response 

instructions of the inducer task versus those of the diagnostic task.  

Instructed stimulus-response mappings and stimuli were presented in ARIAL font, size 

16. Stimuli in the diagnostic task were presented in black on a white background, which was 

also true for the instructed mappings of the inducer task. Stimuli in the inducer task were 

presented in green, with the color thus signaling that the inducer task had to be executed. The 

A-key (left) and the P-key (right) of an AZERTY keyboard were used. 

Procedure. Participants were tested in groups of two or three. Each participant was 

tested in a separate cubicle in which (s)he was placed in front of a 17-inch laptop with an 

AZERTY keyboard attached to it. The experiment was programmed by using the Tscope 

library for C/C++ (Stevens et al., 2006). At the start of the experiment, the overall instructions 

(including the diagnostic task stimulus-response mappings) were presented and paraphrased if 

necessary. The instructions did not explicitly state that the inducer task would not return 
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anymore after having responded to the inducer task probe(s) in between the first and second 

diagnostic tasks, but this was systematically the case and could easily be learned during the 

practice block (but see below). The experiment started with a practice block of 6 practice 

runs, followed by 4 experimental blocks, with a small break after each block. Each 

experimental block consisted of 12 runs: 1 Filler Run and 2 Target Runs for each of the four 

above stated trial-number conditions (0, 4, 8, or 12 trials) of the first diagnostic task. The 

practice block contained 12 runs in which the length of the first diagnostic task was 

determined randomly. Stimuli in this practice block were given names (e.g., Tom, James) 

rather than the nouns used for the experimental blocks, such that practice block stimuli did not 

overlap with experimental blocks. 

Each run started with the presentation of the two stimulus-response mappings of the 

inducer task (Figure 2). The position on the screen of these stimulus-response mappings was 

determined randomly, so that the instructions for each response could be presented either 

above or below the screen center. Instructions remained on screen for a maximum of 20 

seconds or until participants pressed the spacebar. For both the diagnostic task and the inducer 

task trials, the maximum response time was 2000ms, while the inter-trial interval was set to 

500ms. Following incorrect or late responses, the screen flashed red for 100ms to denote an 

error. The different types of runs were presented in a random order within each block. The 

experiment lasted for approximately one hour. 

Results 

All data processing and analyses were performed by using R (R Core Team, 2017). 

ANOVAs on both reaction times (RTs) and proportions of correct trials (PCs)3 were 

                                                 

3 Accuracy was high across all Experiments reported in the current paper. In order to rule out that ceiling 
effects (and the resulting deviations from normality) had an impact on the PCs results, we also analyzed arc-sin 
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5), and follow-up contrasts on the model 

-Martinez et al., 2015). Raw data and corresponding 

processing scripts are available at https://osf.io/au7pv/ 

The overall accuracy in the inducer task was .93 (SD= .07). The overall accuracy was 

.93 (SD= .05) for the first diagnostic task and .94 (SD= .04) for the second diagnostic task. 

One participant had an accuracy of .64 in the inducer task, which was below 2.5 standard 

deviation of the group mean accuracy. Another participant had an accuracy of .79 in the first 

diagnostic task and .82 on the second diagnostic task, which was in both cases below 2.5 

standard deviation of the group mean accuracy. Both participants were excluded from the 

analyses. In addition, only Target Runs were taken into account on which the inducer task was 

performed correctly (cf. Everaert et al., 2015; Liefooghe et al., 2012, 2013, 2016; Theeuwes et 

al., 2014).  

First diagnostic task. To ensure that we replicated previous findings (e.g., Liefooghe, 

2012, 2013), we tested for the presence of an IBC effect on the first diagnostic task, which 

preceded the probe(s) of the inducer task. Only trials with correct responses were considered 

for analysis of the RTs. This led to the removal of 6.45% of the total number of trials. Next, 

for each participant, trials with RTs more than 2.5 standard deviation above each cell mean 

were considered as outliers. This led to the removal of 3.11% of the total number of correct 

trials. RTs and PCs were each subjected to an ANOVA with the factor Congruency 

(congruent, incongruent) as a repeated-measures factor. RTs on congruent trials (M= 566, 

SE= 13) were smaller than RTs on incongruent trials (M= 577, SE= 14), F(1, 35)= 12.69, 

MSE= 196, p<.01, p
2= .27. PCs were higher on congruent trials (M= .94, SE= .007) 

                                                 

transformed PCs. Across all Experiments reported in the current paper, the main findings remained unchanged 
after transformation was applied; we do not return to this in Experiments 2-4 below (but see the processing 
scripts available at https://osf.io/au7pv/).  
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compared to incongruent trials (M= .93, SE= .008), F(1, 35)= 11.28, MSE= .0005, p<.01, p
2= 

.24. In line with previous studies, an IBC effect was thus present both for the RTs and the 

PCs. 

Second diagnostic task. In order to test whether unapplied and no-longer relevant 

instructions still impact behavior automatically, the IBC effect measured on the unapplied and 

applied inducer stimuli was considered. For this analysis, Filler Runs were not considered. 

For the RTs, 5.97% of incorrect trials and 2.97% of outliers were discarded. RTs and PCs 

were each subjected to a 2 (Congruency) by 2 (Stimulus Type: applied inducer stimulus, 

unapplied inducer stimulus) repeated-measures ANOVA. Cell means and corresponding 

standard errors are presented in Table 1 (see also Figure 3 for RTs). RTs were smaller on 

congruent trials (M= 531, SE= 11) than on incongruent trials (M= 537, SE= 12), F(1, 35)= 

7.02, MSE= 143, p<.01, p
2= .17. The main effect of Stimulus Type was not significant, F< 1, 

nor was its interaction with Congruency, F< 1. In view of our research question, additional 

contrasts were conducted to specifically test whether an IBC effect was present for both the 

unapplied and applied inducer stimuli. Both for the applied inducer stimuli, F(1,35)= 4.18,  p 

< .05, p
2= .11 and for the unapplied inducer stimuli, F(1,35)= 6.09,  p < .05, p

2= .15, the 

IBC effect was significant.  

PCs were higher on congruent trials (M= .95, SE= .01) compared to incongruent trials 

(M= .93, SE= .01), F(1, 35)= 7.45, MSE= .001, p< .01, p
2= .18. The main effect of Stimulus 

Type, nor the interaction between Stimulus Type and Congruency were significant, F< 1. 

Additional contrasts again indicated that the IBC effect was significant both for applied 

inducer stimuli, F(1, 35)= 7.21, p< .05, p
2= .17 and unapplied inducer stimuli, F(1, 35)= 

4.71, p< .05, p
2= .12. 
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-------------------------------------------------- 

INSERT TABLE 1 AROUND HERE 

-------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------- 

INSERT FIGURE 3 AROUND HERE 

-------------------------------------------------- 

Additional analysis. An additional analysis was conducted in which we compared 

performance on the first and second diagnostic task. The first diagnostic task constitutes a 

dual-task situation as two sets of stimulus response mappings need to be maintained in 

memory (i.e., diagnostic task + pending inducer task), whereas the second diagnostic task 

reflects a single-task situation (i.e., diagnostic task alone). If the intention to perform the 

inducer task is relaxed after its completion, then performance on the second diagnostic task 

should be speeded. However, such difference could also be attributed to more extensive 

practice on the second diagnostic task compared to the first diagnostic task. In order to 

minimize the contribution of such practice effects, we focused on the final three trials of the 

first diagnostic task (respective means: 560ms, 571ms, and 561ms) and compared these with 

the second (550ms), third (546ms), and fourth (530ms) trials of the second diagnostic task 

(the first trial of the second diagnostic task is a switch trial, which is known to increase RTs; 

e.g., Vandierendonck et al., 2010). A 2 (Congruency) by 2 (Stimulus Type) by 2 (Diagnostic 

Task: first, second) repeated measures ANOVA was conducted. RTs were higher on the first 

diagnostic task (M= 563, SE= 14) compared to the second diagnostic task (M= 542ms, SE= 

12), F(1, 35)= 18.42, MSE= 1741, p< .001, p
2= .34. In line with the previous analyses, RTs 

on congruent trials (M= 548, SE= 12) were significantly faster than RTs on incongruent trials 

(M= 557, SE= 13), F(1, 35)= 11.03, MSE= 543, p< .01, p
2= .24. Neither the main effect of 

Stimulus Type, nor the interactions were significant, all Fs<1.  
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Discussion 

An IBC effect was observed for both applied and unapplied inducer stimuli, and there was no 

reliable statistical difference between both. The additional analysis indicated that the second 

diagnostic task was performed significantly faster than the first diagnostic task. A shift from a 

dual-task situation (diagnostic task + pending inducer task) to a single-task situation 

(diagnostic task alone) was thus apparent, which indicates that the intention to perform the 

inducer task was relaxed almost immediately after its completion. However, the unapplied 

instructions of this task still biased performance automatically, which suggest difficulties in 

disengaging from prepared instructions.  

Whereas the results of Experiment 1 are interesting as they provide no support for 

directed dismantling, two concerns can be raised. First, participants had to infer that the 

instructed stimulus-response mappings of the inducer task were no longer relevant when this 

task was completed; an inference mainly driven by gaining experience over several practice 

runs (and potentially the earlier runs of the first experimental block) that such was the case. It 

could be argued that this constitutes a rather indirect and implicit way for participants to 

disengage themselves from the prepared instructions. Second, although the additional analysis 

minimized differences in practice between the first and second diagnostic task, Experiment 1 

can never completely rule out the contribution of practice effects to the difference in overall 

reaction time between the first and second diagnostic task. In the Experiments below, we 

considered these concerns. 

-------------------------------------------------- 

INSERT FIGURE 4 AROUND HERE 

-------------------------------------------------- 

Experiment 2 
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In Experiment 2, participants were presented with Filler Runs and Target Runs (see Figure 4). 

As in Experiment 1, the diagnostic task required participants to decide whether a stimulus was 

presented in italic or upright. The Filler Runs started with the presentation of two new 

stimulus-response mappings of the inducer task . 

Following the encoding of these instructions, the diagnostic task started, which in turn was 

followed by a probe stimulus of the inducer task . In the Target 

Runs a similar sequence of events occurred. However, at some moment during the diagnostic 

task a cue (i.e., a circle surrounding the word) was presented  and remained on screen until 

the end of the run. The meaning of this cue was different across three between-subject 

conditions. In the inhibit-inducer-response condition, the cue indicated that the inducer task 

was no longer relevant: the probe of the inducer task would be presented at the end of the run, 

but participants did not have to respond to this probe. In the no-inducer-task condition, the cue 

also signaled that the inducer task was cancelled and that the probe of the inducer task was no 

longer presented at the end of the run. Both conditions thus included different 

operationalizations of cancelling the inducer task. In the control condition, the cue had no 

informational value and participants had to perform the inducer task at the end of the run, as it 

was the case for the Filler Runs. The precise meaning of the cue (or lack thereof for the 

control condition) was presented to participants at the start of the experiment, together with 

the other general information. Using the control condition as a baseline, the inhibit-inducer-

response and no-inducer-task conditions allowed for exploring the impact of a canceled set of 

inducer task instructions on the trials after onset of the cue; we considered both the inhibit-

inducer-response and no-inducer-task conditions to control for any potential impact of the 

mere presentation of the probe inducer at the end of the run. Note that in each condition, 1/3rd 

of the runs were Target Runs, while 2/3rd of the runs were Filler Runs in which no cue was 

presented and the inducer task was always presented at the end of a filler run. This way, an 
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overall context was created in which participants were encouraged to prepare for the 

instructions of the inducer task in the first place.  

Participants were thus explicitly cued in Experiment 2 about the status of the inducer 

task during the ongoing diagnostic task, resulting in pre-cue (cf. first diagnostic task in 

Experiment 1) and post-cue (cf. second diagnostic task in Experiment 1) diagnostic trials, for 

both of which congruency was determined on the basis of having either a match (i.e., 

congruent) or mismatch (i.e., incongruent) between the specific responses signaled by the 

stimulus-response instructions of the inducer task versus those of the diagnostic task. We had 

two main research aims. First, we explored whether the shift from the dual-task situation (i.e., 

diagnostic task + pending inducer task) to the single-task situation (i.e. diagnostic task alone) 

would become immediately apparent in the performance on the diagnostic task. If the 

intention to perform the inducer task is relaxed or fully cancelled, overall RTs in the cued 

trials (i.e., trials presented with or after the onset of the cue, the latter of which stayed on the 

screen during the remainder of the run) of the diagnostic task in the Target Runs should be 

faster compared to their counterpart trials in the Filler Runs. Specifically, we compared the 

trials of the diagnostic task of the Target Runs on which the cue was presented, with the trials 

of the diagnostic task of the Filler Runs which had the same serial position within the set of 

diagnostic task trials. This way, the effect on overall RTs of cueing that the inducer task was 

cancelled (no-inducer-task condition) or should not be responded to (inhibit-inducer-response 

condition) was tested while controlling for practice effects, as Filler Run trials allowed equal 

opportunity for practice of the diagnostic task as the trials in the Target Runs. The second  

and more central question  was whether prepared, but unexecuted and no longer relevant 

instructions still automatically impact behavior. To this end, we tested whether the IBC effect 

(dis)appeared on the cued trials of the diagnostic task of the Target Runs in the no-inducer-

task and inhibit-inducer-response conditions.  
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Method 

Participants. Fifty-eight new participants were recruited (No Inducer Task: n= 20; 

Inhibit Inducer Response: n= 19; Control: n=19) and were paid 10 Euro for participation. As 

noted above, ethical approval was obtained from the ethical committee of Ghent University. 

Task & Materials. For each participant, 84 pairs of stimulus-response mappings of the 

inducer task were randomly created on the basis of a list of 168 three-letter non-words, which 

was generated using WordGen (Duyck et al., 2004). The diagnostic task consisted of two 

parts (i.e., pre-cue and post-cue trials), each consisting of either 4 or 8 trials. Therefore, the 

total length of the diagnostic task (across pre-cue and post-cue parts) could be 8 trials (for 

n=21 runs), 12 trials (for n=21 runs with 4 trials in the pre-cue and 8 trials in the post-cue 

diagnostic task; and for n=21 runs with 8 trials in the pre-cue and 4 trials in the post-cue 

diagnostic task), or 16 trials (for n=21 runs).  

Per 21 runs of varying length (see above), fourteen runs were Filler Runs in which no 

cue was presented during the diagnostic task. The remaining seven runs were Target Runs on 

which a cue (a circle surrounding the target stimulus) appeared when the first trial of the 

second half of the diagnostic task was presented, thus either after 4 or 8 trials of the diagnostic 

task. This cue remained on screen until the end of the diagnostic task. 

Procedure. Testing conditions were similar as in Experiment 1. Before starting the 

experiment, participants were instructed on the stimulus-response mappings for the diagnostic 

task as well as about the condition-specific meaning of the cue (i.e., no-inducer-task, inhibit-

inducer-response, or control; between-subject manipulation). The experiment consisted of 1 

practice block and 6 experimental blocks of 12 runs each. Each block consisted of 4 Target 

Runs (one of each of the aforementioned combinations of pre-cue and post-cue trial sets: 8|8 

trials, 4|8 trials, 8|4 trials, 8|8 trials) and 8 Filler Runs (2 x 4|4 trials, 2 x 4|8 trials, 2 x 8|4 
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trials, 2 x 8|8 trials). Each run started with the presentation of two new stimulus-response 

mappings of the inducer task for a maximum time of 20sec. or until participants pressed the 

spacebar. The response deadline and inter-trial interval for both tasks were 2000ms and 

750ms respectively. The experiment lasted for approximately one hour. 

Results 

The first block of the experiment was a practice block and not included in the analyses. 

Across the experimental blocks, overall accuracy was .894 (SD= .09) for the inducer task and 

.94 (SD= .07) for the diagnostic task. We used the same outlier criteria as in Experiment 1 and 

the data of two participants was removed from the analyses (inducer task: .54 accuracy; 

diagnostic task: .52 accuracy).  

Filler Runs. In order to rule out differences in instruction encoding due to the presence 

of specific target runs in each between-subjects condition, we analyzed the IBC effect in the 

Filler Runs of the three conditions. As such, we assessed if the presence of Target Runs in 

which the inducer task is either canceled or should not be responded to, induced any 

observable change in the degree by which participants prepared for the stimulus-response 

mappings of the inducer task in the first place.  

For the RT analysis, 4.99% of incorrect trials and 2.72% of outliers were removed. RTs 

and PCs were each subjected to a 3 (Condition) by 2 (Congruency) mixed ANOVA with 

repeated measures on the last factor. Cell means and corresponding standard errors are 

presented in Table 2. RTs were significantly shorter on congruent trials (M= 538, SE= 11) 

than on incongruent trials (M= 550, SE= 11), F(1, 53)= 34.58, MSE= 111, p< .001, p
2= .39. 

                                                 

4 Accuracies were .90 in the Control condition, .88 in the No inducer task condition and .90 in the inhibit 
inducer response condition.  
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Neither the main effect of Condition, F<1, nor the two-way interaction was significant, F(2, 

53)= 1.80, MSE= 111, p= .17, p
2= .06. PCs were higher on congruent trials (M= .96, SE= 

.01) than on incongruent trials (M= .94, SE= .01), F(1, 53)= 23.67, MSE= .001, p< .001, p
2= 

.31. The main effect of Condition, F<1 and the two-way interaction were not significant, F < 

1. No significant differences were thus detected in the way instructions were encoded in the 

three conditions. 

-------------------------------------------------- 

INSERT TABLE 2 AROUND HERE 

-------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------- 

INSERT FIGURE 5 AROUND HERE 

-------------------------------------------------- 

Comparison Filler versus Target Runs. Only cued trials of the diagnostic task and 

their serial counterparts in the Filler Runs were considered in these analyses. Our main 

question was if the IBC effect is modulated by the informational value of the cue ( o inducer 

, nhibit inducer response , ontrol ) and whether overall performance on the diagnostic 

task trials of the Target Runs was faster compared to performance on the diagnostic task trials 

of the Filler Runs (see Figure 5).  

 For the RT analyses, 5.22% of the trials were incorrect and 2.58% of the remaining 

trials were outliers. RTs and PCs were each subjected to a 3 (Condition) by 2 (Run Type: 

filler run, target run) by 2 (Congruency) mixed ANOVA with repeated measures on the last 

two factors (see Table 2 for cell means and corresponding standard errors, and see Figure 5 

for specifically RTs). RTs were significantly shorter on congruent trials (M= 527, SE= 10) 

than on incongruent trials (M= 537, SE= 11), F(1, 53)= 22.92, MSE= 268, p< .001, p
2= .30. 

RTs were significantly shorter on target runs (M= 525, SE= 11) than on filler runs (M= 538, 
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SE= 11), F(1, 53)= 14.24, MSE= 698, p< .001, p
2= .21. The main effect of Condition was not 

significant, F< 1. On the one hand, Condition and Run Type interacted, F(1, 53)= 8.18, MSE= 

698, p< .01, p
2= .24: RTs were shorter in the Target Runs compared to the Filler Runs for the 

no-inducer-task condition, Mdiff.= 24, F(1, 53)= 15.67, p< .001, p
2= .23, and for the inhibit-

inducer-response condition, Mdiff= 23, F(1, 53)= 13.34, p< .001, p
2= .20, but not for the 

control condition, Mdiff= 7, F(1, 53)= 1.24, p= .27, p
2= .02. RTs thus decreased when the 

inducer task was cancelled or no longer had to be responded to. On the other hand, the 

interaction between Condition, Run Type, and Congruency was not significant, F< 1. 

Additional contrasts indicated that the IBC effect was still significant in the no-inducer-task 

condition, Mdiff= 14, F(1, 53)=  5.38 p< .05, p
2= .09, and the inhibit-inducer-response 

condition, Mdiff= 13, F(1, 53)=  4.57,  p< .05, p
2= .08.  

For the PCs, only the main effect of Congruency was significant, indicating that PCs 

were higher on congruent trials (M= .95, SE= .00) than on incongruent trials (M= .94, SE= 

.00), F(1, 53)= 15.56, p< .001, p
2= .23. None of the remaining main effects or interactions 

were significant, largest F-value: F(1, 53)= 1.69, MSE= .001, p= .19, p
2= .06. 

Discussion 

The results of Experiment 2 are consistent with those of Experiment 1. Responses on the cued 

trials of the diagnostic task of the Target Runs were faster compared to their counterparts in 

the Filler Runs for the no-inducer-task and inhibit-inducer-response conditions. This was not 

the case for the control condition. This faster performance suggests that the intention to 

perform the inducer task was almost immediately relaxed, when the context shifted from a 

dual-task situation in the initial un-cued trials of the diagnostic task (diagnostic task + pending 

inducer task) to a single-task situation in the later cued trials of the diagnostic task (diagnostic 

task alone). However, despite this performance speed-up indicating processing of the 

cancellation cues, a significant IBC effect was still observed for the cued trials of the 
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diagnostic task in the target runs of the no-inducer-task and inhibit-inducer-response 

conditions. 

 Taken together, the results of Experiment 2 again provide no support for directed 

dismantling: Whereas the intention to perform the inducer task was clearly cancelled, the 

automatic impact of its instructions remained present. The critical reader may be concerned 

that the experimental demands of Experiment 2 were simply too hard for participants. 

Specifically, due to the fast pace of events in the runs of Experiment 2, participants may not 

have had sufficient time to dismantle the (no-longer relevant) instructions. In Experiment 3, 

we aimed to remedy this potential problem by presenting the cancellation cue as a separate 

event (not within a trial of the ongoing diagnostic task) with self-paced processing time. 

-------------------------------------------------- 

INSERT FIGURE 6 AROUND HERE 

-------------------------------------------------- 

Experiment 3 

As in the experiments above, the diagnostic task in Experiment 3 required participants to 

decide whether a stimulus was presented in italic or upright. As outlined in Figure 6, 

participants were presented with three types of runs. The Completion Runs started with the 

presentation of the stimulus-response mappings of the inducer task, followed by the first 

diagnostic task. Next, the probe of the inducer task was presented, which was followed by the 

second diagnostic task. In the Cancellation Runs the same sequence of events occurred, with 

the exception that the probe of the inducer task was replaced by a cancellation cue in the form 

of ing that the inducer task was cancelled (this was explicitly 

explained to participants in the general instructions). Participants had to acknowledge this 

message by pressing the spacebar. In Proceed Runs, the explicit message  was 
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presented between the first and the second diagnostic tasks, indicating that the probe of the 

inducer task would be presented at the end of the entire run (i.e., after the second diagnostic 

task). Again, participants had to acknowledge this message by pressing the spacebar. At the 

end of a Proceed Run, the probe of the inducer task was actually presented. Across all run 

types, and for both the first and second diagnostic task trials, congruency was determined on 

the basis of having either a match (i.e., congruent) or mismatch (i.e., incongruent) between the 

specific responses signaled by the stimulus-response instructions of the inducer task versus 

those of the diagnostic task. 

In contrast to Experiment 2, the cues to abandon or proceed with the instructions of 

the inducer task were presented as messages separated from the diagnostic task trials, and 

required a response to be acknowledged. This allowed for more time (in comparison to 

Experiment 2) to further disengage from the prepared instructions and thus potentially 

attenuate the automatic impact of these instructions. An additional change compared to both 

the previous experiments is that the first diagnostic task (i.e., prior to the proceed/cancel 

messages or probe of the inducer task) contained either 0 or 4 trials. The reason for this 

manipulation was that in Experiments 1 and 2 the IBC effect could have potentially been 

inflated by unintentional (misapplication) or intentional (mental simulation) partial execution 

of the inducer task during the diagnostic task (Meiran et al., 2015a). This would leave open 

the possibility that the IBC effect observed in the previous experiments was not purely based 

on instructed representations alone (but see Meiran et al., 2017). Therefore, Experiment 3 also 

allowed us to test in a straightforward manner whether the IBC effect was still present for 

instructions that were instantly cancelled or completed (namely, in the case of 0 trials on the 

first diagnostic task). Finally, we increased the power of our experimental contrasts by (a) 

using a completely within-subjects design and (b) increasing the sample size. For the latter 

purpose, Experiment 3 was conducted as an online internet study. 
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Method 

 Participants. A total of 101 English-speaking volunteers participated online via the 

Prolific Academic website (https://prolific.ac). As noted above, ethical approval was obtained 

from the ethical committee of Ghent University. 

 Task & Materials. For each participant, 48 pairs of stimulus-response mappings of 

the inducer task were randomly created on the basis of a list of 96 four-letter highly frequent 

English nouns, which was selected from the SUBTLEX-UK database (see Van Heuven et al., 

2014). These pairs were randomly assigned to 16 Cancellation Runs; 16 Proceed Runs; and 16 

Completion Runs. An outline of the three different types of runs is presented in Figure 6. 

 A Cancelation Run started with the presentation of two stimulus-response mappings of 

the inducer task. Following the encoding of these mappings, either four or no trials of the 

diagnostic task CANCELLED

middle of the screen. Participants acknowledged this message by pressing the spacebar. 

Following the cancellation message, 12 trials of the second diagnostic task were presented. A 

run ended after the completion of this second diagnostic task. Completion Runs were similar 

to Cancellation Runs except that the cancellation message was replaced by a probe of the 

inducer task and participants thus had to apply one of the two stimulus-response mappings of 

the inducer task (instructed at the onset of the run). Following this probe, the second 

diagnostic task was presented and a run ended after the completion of this second series. 

Proceed Runs differed in two ways compared to the previous two runs. First, the message 

PROCEED

message by pressing the spacebar. This response was again followed by a second series of 12 

trials of the diagnostic task. However, at the end of this second diagnostic task, the probe 

stimulus of the inducer task was presented, which participants had to respond to by applying 

the corresponding stimulus-response mapping of the inducer task. Participants were thus now 
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required to maintain the stimulus-response mappings of the inducer task also during the 

second diagnostic task. 

 Procedure. The experiment was programmed in Inquisit 4.0 and hosted via Inquisit 

Web (Millisecond Software, Seattle, WA). After providing informed consent and completing 

demographic questions, the general instructions of the experiment were provided. Since there 

was no opportunity to paraphrase the instructions, we added different figures in our 

instructions outlining the different types of runs and participants could scroll back and forth 

between the different instruction pages, until they completely understood the different task 

demands.  

 Following the general instructions (i.e., stimulus-response mappings for the diagnostic 

task; precise meaning of the cue), a practice block was presented, which consisted of 6 runs: 2 

Cancellation Runs, 2 Proceed Runs, and 2 Completion Runs. For each run type either four 

trials of the diagnostic task followed the instruction of the stimulus-response mappings of the 

inducer task or these mappings were immediately followed by the imperative message (i.e., 

 of the inducer task in the completion runs. After this practice 

block, the actual experiment started, which consisted of 7 experimental blocks each consisting 

of 6 types of runs (i.e., 2 runs for each type). Blocks were separated by a small break. After 

the experiment, participants received the opportunity to provide some feedback about their 

experiences during the experiment. More specifically, we asked whether participants had the 

impression that they provided useful results and were able to commit to the different task 

demands or whether they experienced (technical) difficulties during the experiment and had 

serious doubt about their performance.  

 

1500ms, printed in white on the center of a black screen. After the presentation of two 

stimulus-response mappings for the inducer task, participants started the diagnostic task, 
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responding to upright stimuli by pressing the  (left) and to italic stimuli by pressing the 

 (right). Incorrect and slow (maximum response deadline of 2000ms) responses were 

followed by error feedback, which cons

center in red for 200ms. T Cancellation R

(Proceed Runs) were presented in green for 2000ms, or until participants pressed spacebar. 

Similarly, the probes of the inducer task in the Completion Runs were also presented for 

2000ms or until participants pressed one of the two response keys - -

key). Messages and probe stimuli were preceded by a 750ms lasting fixation cross also 

presented in green. Slow and incorrect responses were followed by error feedback, using the 

same parameters as in the trials of the diagnostic task.  

 The second diagnostic task started immediately after the messages or probe item and 

employed the same parameters as the first diagnostic task. The Cancellation and Completion 

Runs ended at the end of this second diagnostic task. For the Proceed Runs, an additional 

probe stimulus of the inducer task was presented and the run ended following a response to 

this stimulus. 

Results 

 Across experimental blocks, overall accuracy was .65 (SD= .48) for the inducer task 

and .85 (SD= .36) for the diagnostic task. Performance was thus worse as compared to the 

above reported lab-based experiments. In addition, we detected missing cells for our target 

analyses on the diagnostic task, when applying the restrictions of the previous experiments, 

namely (a) only trials of the diagnostic task are considered for runs on which the inducer task 

was performed correctly and (b) only RTs of correct trials of the diagnostic task are analyzed. 

Accordingly, 15 participants with empty cells were removed from the initial sample. Four 

more participants were considered as group outliers and discarded (inducer task: .25; 
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diagnostic task: .49, .39, .50). A remaining sample of 82 participants was thus available for 

further analyses. 

Overall performance in this final sample was .69 (SD= .46) for the inducer task5 and 

.92 (SD= .27) for the diagnostic task. Performance on the inducer task thus remained lower 

compared to Experiments 1 and 2, whereas performance on the diagnostic task was in the 

same range. However, inter-individual variability was large in both cases. We were concerned 

with the fact that the number of observations per cell would still be too low for the RT 

analyses. At the same time, we were reluctant to set an arbitrary minimum for the number of 

observations per cell. First, this would further reduce the sample of participants and thus the 

overall power of our analyses. Second, our conclusions may differ depending on the exact 

value of this arbitrary cut-off. Accordingly, besides reporting RTs and PCs as in Experiments 

1 and 2, we also report the Inverse Efficiency Score6 (IES, Townsend & Ashby, 1978). The 

IES is an estimation of the RT adapted for the frequency of incorrect responses, which in the 

current context is relatively high and variable over participants. Accordingly, we tested 

whether the IES analyses converged with RTs and PCs analyses, without further truncating 

our sample. We first consider the first diagnostic task, which preceded (on half of the runs) 

the messages (Cancellation Runs, Proceed Runs) or the probe of the inducer task (Completion 

Runs). Next, we turn to the second diagnostic task, which follows upon these interventions. 

 First diagnostic task.  For the RT analysis, 8.41% incorrect trials and 2.19% outliers 

were removed. RTs and PCs were each subjected to a repeated measures ANOVA with only 

one factor, namely Congruency. RTs on incongruent trials were significantly longer (M=  

607, SE= 8.43) than RTs on congruent trials (M=  584, SE= 8.09), F(1, 81)= 25.58, MSE= 

                                                 

5 Accuracies of .71 and .64 for Completion and Proceed Runs, respectively. 
6 The Inverse Efficiency Score takes the ratio of the average correct RT and PC (i.e., RT/PC) per cell per 

participant. 
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915, p< .001, p
2= .24. PCs on congruent trials were significantly larger (M=  .95, SE= .01) 

than PCs on incongruent trials (M=  .88, SE= .01), F(1, 81)= 32.64, MSE= .01, p< .001, p
2= 

.29. The difference between congruent and incongruent trials was also present for the IES, 

F(1, 81)= 32.47, MSE= 8990, p< .001, p
2= .29. An IBC effect was thus present at the early 

onset of a run, indicating that participants immediately prepared for the instructed stimulus-

response mappings of the inducer task. 

-------------------------------------------------- 

INSERT TABLE 3 AROUND HERE 

-------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------- 

INSERT FIGURE 7 AROUND HERE 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 Second diagnostic task. For the RT analysis, 7.36% of incorrect trials and 2.41% of 

outliers were removed. RTs and PCs were each subjected to a 3 (Run Type: Cancellation Run, 

Completion Run, Proceed Run) by 2 (First Diagnostic Task: absent, present) by 2 

(Congruency) repeated measures ANOVA. Cell means and corresponding standard errors are 

presented in Table 3. 

 For the RTs, the main effect of Run Type was significant, F(2, 162)= 6.98, MSE= 

2191, p< .01, p
2= .08. RTs were longer on Proceed Runs (M= 563, SE= 7.48) compared to 

Completion Runs (M= 554, SE= 6.91), F(1, 81)= 4.97,  p< .05, p
2= .06, and Cancellation 

Runs (M= 550, SE= 7.66), F(1, 81)= 16.39,  p< .001, p
2= 17. Cancelling or completing the 

inducer task thus resulted in an overall drop in RTs in the second diagnostic task, which again 

suggests that participants could relatively easily relax the intention to perform the inducer 

task. 
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The main effect of Congruency was also significant, F(1, 81)= 43.29, MSE= 762, p< 

.001, p
2= .35, and longer RTs were observed on incongruent trials (M= 562, SE= 7.17) 

compared to congruent trials (M= 550, SE= 7.04).  Finally, the main effect of First Diagnostic 

Task was significant, F(1, 81)= 4.54, MSE= 1187, p< .05, p
2= .05. RTs were longer when a 

first diagnostic task had to be performed (M= 558, SE= 7.34) then when this was not the case 

(M= 554, SE= 6.92).  

 The interaction between Run Type and Congruency was not significant, F<1. An IBC 

effect was present in the Cancellation Runs, Mdiff= 10.15, F(1, 81)= 15.69,  p< .001, p
2= .16, 

the Completion Runs, Mdiff= 11.35, F(1, 81)= 19.79,  p< .001, p
2= .20, and the Proceed Runs, 

Mdiff= 13.49, F(1, 81)= 20.82,  p< .001, p
2= .14. Hence, even if the inducer task was 

cancelled or completed, an IBC effect remained present.  

The remaining two-way interactions were not significant, all Fs< 1. However, the 

three-way interaction was marginally significant, F(2, 162)= 2.64, MSE= 489, p= .07, p
2= 

.03. This interaction is presented in Figure 5. If anything, this trend towards an interaction 

seems to be driven by slightly smaller IBC effects for the Cancellation Runs and the 

Completion Runs when a diagnostic task was present prior to the cancellation message or the 

probe stimulus, respectively. Nevertheless, IBC effects were present in all three run types, 

also specifically for the case in which no diagnostic task (i.e., 0 trials) was presented after 

instruction encoding (Fs>7.8, ps<.01)  a finding we return to in the Discussion section 

below. 

 For the PCs, the main effect of Congruency was significant, F(1, 81)= 21.17, MSE= 

.01, p< .001, p
2= .21, indicating that PCs were higher on congruent trials (M= .93, SE= .07) 

compared to incongruent trials (M= .90, SE= .01). None of the remaining main effects and 

interactions were significant. Of prime interest, was the absence of an interaction between 
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Congruency and Run Type, F< 1, which indicated that the IBC effect was present in all three 

types of runs: Cancellation runs, Mdiff= .03, F(1, 81)= 20.37,  p< .001, p
2= .20, Completion 

runs, Mdiff= .04, F(1, 81)= 15.53,  p< .001, p
2= .16, Proceed runs, Mdiff= .03, F(1, 81)= 10.27,  

p< .001, p
2= .11. 

 For the IES, the main effects of Congruency and Run Type were significant, F(1, 81)= 

24.04, MSE= 20114, p< .001, p
2= .23, and, F(2, 162)= 5.76, MSE= 4976, p< .01, p

2= .07, 

respectively. IES were higher on Proceed Runs compared to Completion runs, F(1, 81)= 7.13,  

p< .01, p
2= .08, and Cancellation runs, F(1, 81)= 10.47,  p< .01, p

2= .11. The interaction 

between Congruency and Run Type was not significant, F<1. An IBC effect was present in all 

three types of runs: Cancellation Runs, F(1, 81)= 21.92,  p< .001, p
2= .21, Completion Runs, 

F(1, 81)= 18.57,  p< .001, p
2= .19, Proceed Runs, F(1, 81)= 14.24,  p< .001, p

2= .15. 

Discussion 

The findings of Experiment 3 further corroborate the findings of the previous two 

experiments. Overall RTs in the second diagnostic task were slower on the Proceed Runs 

compared to the Cancellation and Completion Runs. This finding again suggests that the dual-

task demand could be relaxed and the intention to perform the inducer task was easily 

cancelled. However, the IBC effect in the second diagnostic task did not differ significantly 

between the three types of runs and a significant IBC effect was present even in the (explicit) 

Cancellation Runs. Automatic effects were thus present for unexecuted instructions that were 

no longer relevant. 

The results of Experiment 3 further indicate that these automatic effects were present 

even if no diagnostic task was presented before cancelling or executing the instructions. This 

finding rules out the possibility that the IBC effect observed in the second diagnostic task is 

based on the misapplication of the inducer task during the first diagnostic task (cf. Meiran et 
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al., 2015a). Indeed, the fact that we observed clear IBC effects both in conditions with and 

without a first diagnostic task, indicates that in the task exploited in the current paper, inducer 

task mappings are instantly implemented at the level of procedural working memory (cf. 

Wenke et al., 2009). Taken together, the results of Experiments 1-3 indicate that it is very 

difficult to disengage from prepared instructions, which keep on triggering automatic effects 

even when the task they belong to was cancelled in different ways. Hence, the current study 

repeatedly failed to find any support for directed dismantling, and thus speak against an active 

removal mechanism operating to serve capacity-limited procedural working memory. In 

Experiment 4, we extended our exploration by not merely cancelling instructions, but by 

replacing them by a new set of instructions. 

-------------------------------------------------- 

INSERT FIGURE 8 AROUND HERE 

-------------------------------------------------- 

Experiment 4 

Experiment 4 was also conducted online, and as in the experiments above, the diagnostic task 

required participants to decide whether a stimulus was presented in italic or upright. 

Experiment 4 consisted of Proceed Runs (as in Experiment 3), and Replace Runs in which the 

initial set of instructed stimulus-response mappings for the inducer task (presented at the start 

of the run) was later replaced by a new set of mappings (see Figure 8). The Replace Runs 

consisted of the following phases: (a) presentation of a first set of stimulus-response mappings 

of the inducer task, (b) a first diagnostic task with stimuli of the first set of stimulus-response 

mappings of the inducer task, (c) the presentation of a new set of stimulus-response mappings 

of the inducer task to replace the first set, (d) a second diagnostic task again with stimuli of 

the first set of instructions of the inducer task, and (e) a trial of the inducer task probing the 

second set of instructions of the inducer task. In the Replace Runs, instructions of the inducer 
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task are thus not only cancelled but actually replaced by a new set of instructions. 

Nevertheless, for all run types, congruency for both the first and second diagnostic task trials 

was determined on the basis of having either a match (i.e., congruent) or mismatch (i.e., 

incongruent) between the specific responses signaled by the stimulus-response instructions of 

the initial inducer task versus those of the diagnostic task (i.e., the second set of inducer task 

instructions that replaced the initial ones were not considered with respect to congruency). 

Because we wanted to create an overall context that encouraged participants to prepare 

instructions in the first place, Filler Runs were also presented.  The Filler Runs only included 

one series of trials of the diagnostic task (i.e., instructed stimulus-response mappings of the 

inducer task  diagnostic task  probe of the inducer task). This way participants had to apply 

the initially prepared stimulus-response mappings of the inducer task in 2/3rd of the runs  

thus probing them to do so across all runs (as the run type was not known at the start of the 

run). Within this design, our central question was whether cancelled and replaced instructions 

would still impact behavior automatically in the second diagnostic task of the Replace Runs. 

Method 

 A sample of 102 new participants was tested using Prolific. As noted above, ethical 

approval was obtained from the ethical committee of Ghent University. Sixty-Four pairs of 

stimulus-response mappings of the inducer task were randomly created on the basis of a list of 

128 four-letter highly frequent English nouns, which was selected from the SUBTLEX-UK 

database (see Van Heuven et al., 2014). These pairs were randomly assigned to 16 Filler 

Runs; 16 Proceed Runs; and 16 Replace Runs. Note that for the Replace Runs two pairs of 

stimulus-response mappings were created: one for the first inducer task and one for the 

second inducer task.  
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Replace Runs started with the presentation of two stimulus-response mappings of the 

inducer task. After either 0 or 4 trials of the first diagnostic task, two new stimulus-response 

mappings were presented. The presentation of these new mappings was followed by the 

second diagnostic task, which still employed the stimuli related to the first set of stimulus-

response mappings of the inducer task that was instructed at the onset of the run (hence, 

stimuli from the second set of instructions were not used here). At the end of the Replace 

Runs, a probe stimulus was presented, which required the application of the second set of 

instructed stimulus-response mappings. Proceed Runs were identical to the Replace Runs 

except for the fact that no new instructions were provided  

was presented. Filler Runs started with the instruction of two stimulus-response mappings of 

the inducer task, followed by either 0 or 4 trials of the first diagnostic task, after which the 

probe stimulus of the inducer task was presented. These runs ended after responding to this 

probe stimulus. All 3 types of runs are illustrated in Figure 9. Timing parameters were the 

same as in Experiment 3 and the experiment lasted for approximately 30 minutes. 

Results 

Overall accuracy was .85 (SD= .36) in the diagnostic task and .72 (SD= .45) in the 

inducer task. Performance was thus in line with Experiment 3 and clear inter-individual 

variability was observed. After controlling for missing cell values, 5 participants were no 

longer considered for analyses. An additional 6 participants were considered as outliers 

(diagnostic task accuracies of .50 or less). The remaining sample thus consisted of 91 

participants and overall accuracy was .90 (SD= .29) in the diagnostic task and .75 (SD= .43) 

in the inducer task7. As in Experiment 3, we also considered IES in addition to RTs and PCs.  

                                                 

7 Accuracies per run type were .78 (Completion Runs), .72 (Proceed Runs), and .72 (Replace Runs). 
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First diagnostic task. For the RT analyses, 9.02% of incorrect trials and 2.41% of 

outliers were removed. RTs and PCs were each subjected to a repeated measures ANOVA 

with Congruency as a factor. RTs on incongruent trials were significantly longer (M=  633, 

SE= 10.19) than RTs on congruent trials (M=  613, SE= 11.55), F(1, 90)= 8.44, MSE= 2200, 

p< .01, p
2= .09. PCs on congruent trials were significantly larger (M=  .92, SE= .01) than 

PCs on incongruent trials (M=  .87, SE= .01), F(1, 90)= 20.01, MSE= .01, p< .001, p
2= .18. 

Similarly, the IBC effect was significant for the IES,  F(1, 90)= 20.01, MSE= 25980, p< .001, 

p
2= .11.  

-------------------------------------------------- 

INSERT TABLE 4 AROUND HERE 

-------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------- 

INSERT FIGURE 9 AROUND HERE 

-------------------------------------------------- 

Second diagnostic task. For the RT analysis, 7.65% of incorrect trials and 2.86% of 

outliers were removed. RTs and PCs were each subjected to a 2 (Run Type: Replace Run, 

Proceed Run) by 2 (First Diagnostic Task: absent, present) by 2 (Congruency) repeated 

measures ANOVA. Cell means and corresponding standard errors are presented in Table 4 

(see also Figure 9). 

 For the RTs, the main effect of Run Type was not significant, F<1. The main effect of 

Congruency was significant, F(1, 90)= 5.39, MSE= 1898, p< .05, p
2= .06, and longer RTs 

were observed on incongruent trials (M= 585, SE= 9.67) compared to congruent trials (M= 

578, SE= 9.24).  Finally, the main effect of First Diagnostic Task was not significant, F< 1. 
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 The interaction between Run Type and Congruency was marginally significant, F(1, 

90)= 3.64, MSE= 1155, p= .06, p
2= .04. A significant IBC effect was present in the Proceed 

runs, Mdiff= 12.31, F(1, 90)= 12.07,  p< .001, p
2= .12, but not in the Replace Runs, Mdiff= 

2.69, F< 1. The remaining interactions were not significant, largest F-value:  1.20.  

 For the PCs, the main effect of Congruency was significant, F(1, 90)= 12.30, MSE= 

.01, p< .001, p
2= .12, indicating that PCs were higher on congruent trials (M= .92, SE= .01) 

compared to incongruent trials (M= .90, SE= .01). Neither the main effect of Run Type, nor 

the main effect of First Diagnostic Task were significant, both Fs< 1. The interaction between 

Congruency and Run Type was significant, F(1, 90)= 12.30, MSE= .0001, p< .001, p
2= .12. 

A significant IBC effect was observed in the Proceed Runs Mdiff= .03, F(1, 90)= 19.39,  p< 

.001, p
2= .18, but not in the Replace Runs, Mdiff= .00, F< 1. All remaining interactions were 

not significant, all Fs< 1. 

 The IES mirrored the previous pattern of results. An IBC effect was present, F(1, 90)= 

10.57, MSE= 11382, p< .001, p
2= .11, and the interaction between Congruency and Run 

Type was significant, F(1, 90)= 7.53, MSE= 8855, p< .01, p
2= .08. The IBC effect was 

significant for the Proceed Runs, F(1, 90)= 13.69, p< .001, p
2= .13, but not for the Replace 

Runs, F<1. 

Discussion 

Replacing initial instructions by a new set of instructions in the Replace Runs attenuated the 

IBC effect. The interaction between the IBC effect and run type (Replace versus Proceed 

Runs) was significant for the PCs and IES and marginally significant for RTs. In all three 

measures, there was a significant IBC effect in the Proceed Runs but not in the Replace Runs. 

Taken together, the automatic impact of prepared but unexecuted instructions persists even 
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when these instructions are no longer relevant (Experiments 1-3), and to reduce this impact 

instructions need not only to be cancelled but to be replaced by new instructions.  

 

General Discussion 

Instructions are pivotal in enabling and boosting performance across a large range of activities 

in modern society (including almost every laboratory task used in the experimental study of 

human cognition). We can instantly (re)configure our control systems through abstract 

instructions received from experts, processing rich and context-specific declarative input that 

can be quickly translated into appropriate settings in procedural working memory (e.g., Brass 

et al., 2017). With their reflexive qualities, instructions allow for fast yet appropriate actions 

given a task context. Yet, goals, tasks, and contexts  and thus appropriate reflexes  can 

change at any moment. The present study focused on how flexibly we can dismantle newly 

instructed stimulus-response rules that suddenly lose their relevance. 

To test our ability of e measured IBC effects in the inducer-

diagnostic paradigm (Liefooghe et al., 2012) following the cancellation of the inducer task  

before the inducer task was ever executed. The latter ensured that we studied procedural 

working memory, with as little influence from more permanent memory traces as possible 

(see below). Cancellation of the inducer task was cued in different ways across Experiment 1-

3, yet the results of these three experiments converge upon two main findings. First, retaining 

task instructions comes with a dual-task cost that can be easily undone once people are 

instructed that the inducer task is no longer relevant. This was evidenced by an instant speed-

up in performance when shifting from a dual-task context (diagnostic task + pending inducer 

task) to a single-task context (diagnostic task alone). This speed-up is generally relevant here 

because it indicates that the cancellation cues were processed. The second main finding of the 

present study is that IBC effects are still present when the inducer task is either completed or 
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cancelled, which indicates that the automatic impact of the instructed stimulus-response 

mappings of the inducer task remained. Finally, Experiment 4 further suggests that the impact 

of no longer relevant instructions can be attenuated only when new instructions need to be 

encoded and prepared for in replacement of the canceled instructions. Taken together, the 

results of the present study indicate that it is difficult to dismantle newly formed procedural 

representations and their reflexes once they are prepared for, and they provide no support for 

an active removal mechanism serving capacity-limited procedural working memory. 

Instructions in action 

Humans have the ability to flexibly chose whether or not to encode instructions (e.g., Wenke 

et al., 2009), and if so, to effortlessly implement them (e.g., Liefooghe et al., 2012). From 

there, the procedural representations elicited by instructions are rather self-supporting in 

narrowing cognitive flexibility to attain a specific action (cf. Hommel, 2015; see also Cole et 

al., 2017). Specifically, as indicated by the IBC effect, stimulus-response mappings 

maintained in procedural working memory will automatically generate response (selection) 

processes once an imperative stimulus is processed. As noted above, this prepared reflex 

mechanism provides for a mechanistic, homunculus-free understanding of instruction 

following, enriching the various more general theories that pursue a mechanistic 

understanding of action control (e.g., Abrahamse et al., 2016; Botvinick et al., 2005; Egner, 

2014). 

 A central finding of the current study is that the cognitive system has little control over 

the impact of newly encoded stimulus-response rules. In Experiments 2 and 3 it was observed 

that explicitly instructing participants that an initial set of instructions was no longer relevant, 

is not sufficient to cancel out the automatic effects of these initial instructions. The latter 

automatic impact demonstrates the power of instructions (once prepared for) to steer 

cognition and behavior. Yet, whereas (implementation) instructions seem fully adequate to set 
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up procedural representations and their corresponding action tendencies, further (cancellation) 

instructions seem paradoxically limited in undoing again these tendencies. This exposes a 

highly selective power of instructions in action control. Indeed, in line with the current 

findings, Braem and colleagues (2017) failed to modulate automatic effects of instructions on 

the basis of additional context instructions (see also Liefooghe & Verbruggen, 2019 for a 

similar manipulation). Although we do not rule out that more powerful cancellation 

manipulations may better succeed in eliminating the automatic impact of instructions, 

Experiment 4 suggests that perhaps the only way to dismantle newly instructed stimulus-

response mappings is to replace them by new mappings. 

Directed forgetting in declarative working memory has been linked to inhibitory 

processes that weaken (the access to) declarative representations (e.g., Aguirre et al., 2017). 

The current findings do not indicate a similar inhibitory mechanism at play for no longer 

relevant procedural representations (i.e., we observed no directed dismantling). This seems at 

odds with the often emphasized importance of different inhibitory mechanisms that are 

needed to flexibly coordinate different actions or tasks. For example, Koch et al. (2010) 

highlighted the role of inhibition in task switching, which is a major paradigm to study such 

cognitive flexibility. In this paradigm participants are required to switch between different 

tasks and the performance costs (i.e., the switch cost; see for a review Vandierendonck et al., 

2010) that this imposes, has often been interpreted in terms of inhibitory mechanisms needed 

to expel the currently irrelevant task. Consider, for instance, the n-2 task repetition cost (e.g., 

Schuch A

A

has been attributed to selective inhibition of specific stimulus-response rules when switching 

away from the task on the first trial, such that on the third trial of the sequence this task is 

harder to access again. If such an inhibitory mechanism exists, why could it not be triggered 
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into play through the cancellation cues in the current study? Different points need to be 

considered here. First, the current inducer-diagnostic paradigm significantly differs from the 

task-switching paradigm. Hence, (a) in task switching, participants are aware that the 

currently irrelevant set of stimulus-response rules will become relevant again eventually; and 

(b) each set of stimulus-response mappings is applied more frequently such that episodic or 

procedural long-term memory may come into play. Despite the fact that in both paradigms 

different task sets are required to be maintained, then, caution is required in generalizing 

across these paradigms. Second, recent research demonstrates that the n-2 task repetition cost 

may largely reflect episodic retrieval effects rather than inhibitory processes (e.g., Grange et 

al., 2017). In this respect, the current findings may be cautiously taken to align with research 

on the n-2 task repetition cost in questioning an extensive role for top-down inhibition of task 

sets in setting the cognitive flexibility-stability balance (cf. Schmidt & Liefooghe, 2016; 

Schmidt, Liefooghe, & De Houwer, 2020a, 2020b). We hope that future studies will provide 

more dedicated explorations into the links between instruction following and task switching 

paradigms. 

 Overall, the current findings on instruction following align well with (and may inspire 

new research on) a general insight arising from the action control literature: The distinction 

between goal-directed intentions and habitual action may not be so clear-cut as traditionally 

believed (cf. Hommel & Wiers, 2017; Moors et al., 2017). On the one hand, even though 

instruction following enables flexible, goal-directed action, it is only to a limited extent under 

intentional control. Namely, whereas the act of encoding newly instructed stimulus-response 

mappings may be under intentional control (Wenke et al., 2009)8, once implemented and 

installed in procedural working memory, the impact that these mappings have on cognition 

                                                 

8 For a critical discussion of the paradigm used by Wenke et al. (2009), please refer to Liefooghe et al. 
(2012). 
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and performance is rather ballistic until they are replaced by new mappings. This impact 

cannot be easily undone by instructed changes with respect to the goal of the task (i.e., 

cancellation cues). On the other hand, whereas habitual action is classically assumed to evolve 

from repetitive behavior (e.g., Wood & Rünger, 2016), the ballistic and enduring impact on 

behavior of new instructions in working memory indicates at least an alternative route to 

habit-like behavior; one that  through its initiation at the level of working memory  is much 

closer linked to goal-directed processes than previously assumed. Indeed, this aligns well with 

recent work suggesting that (seemingly) habitual behavior in humans may relate mainly to 

dysfunctions in goal-directed behavior rather than overactive habit learning (e.g., de Wit et 

al., 2018). 

Instructions in memory 

Despite having evolved into rather separate research domains, working memory and action 

control are intricately related (e.g., Manohar et al., 2019; Nobre & Stokes, 2019; Wolff et al., 

2017). Accordingly, next to a declarative system containing the representations of entities in 

the world (e.g., stimuli like objects and symbols) and the relationships between them, the 

working memory model by Oberauer (2009; 2010) postulates a procedural system that is 

responsible for the mental and motor operations performed on this information. Both systems 

are claimed to involve severe capacity limitations, and both may thus benefit from 

mechanisms that actively remove outdated information. 

 In the domain of declarative (working) memory, studies on (selective) directed 

forgetting indeed support an active removal mechanism operating on declarative content that 

has become irrelevant (Lewis-Peacock et al., 2018). Based on the tight commonalities (or 

even actual mechanical overlap) between declarative and procedural working memory 

processes (e.g., Barouillet et al., 2015; Oberauer et al., 2010; 2013), the clear support for 

active removal in declarative working memory (Lewis-Peacock et al., 2018) motivated our 
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search for a similar mechanism operating in procedural working memory. Indeed, actively 

removing irrelevant procedures would serve the cognitive agent as much as does removal of 

outdated declarative content. However, i

declarative working memory (i.e., directed forgetting; e.g., Aguirre et al., 2017; Delaney et 

cancellation -response rules 

from procedural working memory (i.e., no directed dismantling). This does not provide 

support for the existence of an active removal mechanism at the level of procedural working 

memory, and thus argues against too strong versions of the claim that declarative and 

procedural working memory either share their resources and processes (Barouillet et al., 

2015) or work according to common principles (Oberauer, 2009; 2010). 

The finding that general performance improved after the cancellation cues is relevant 

mainly in demonstrating that participants processed the cancellation cues. But how can we 

understand such a speed-up in performance? One may argue that the speed-up indicates that 

the cancellation cues removed the inducer task stimulus-response rules from capacity-limited 

procedural working memory  thus freeing up resources for managing more effectively the 

(second set of) diagnostic task trials  while long-term memory traces kept generating the IBC 

effect. However, this would leave us with the question about how these newly instructed 

inducer task stimulus-response rules reached long-term memory before the cancellation cues 

were presented. Indeed, Meiran and colleagues (2012, p. 3) claim that stimulus and response 

codes are only linked together in more permanent format in cases that the instructed stimulus-

response mappings are actually applied or practiced. One may argue that covert rehearsal or 

simulation of the inducer task mappings leads to representations in long-term memory (cf. 

Theeuwes et al., 2018)  but this seems especially far-fetched for the conditions in the current 

study in which cancellation cues followed immediately after the presentation of the inducer 

task mappings (i.e., 0 trials of the first diagnostic task). 
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Rather, we believe that the cancellation cues (even though processed) did not succeed 

in removing inducer task mappings from procedural working memory  unless actively 

replaced by new inducer task mappings (Experiment 4). We believe that the dual-task cost 

reflects the fact that initially (before the cancellation cue) the system was required to 

constantly monitor for the appearance of the imperative stimulus of the inducer task  the 

onset of which was (relatively) unpredictable within a run because the number of trials of the 

diagnostic task varied across runs (cf. Smith et al., 2007). After cancellation, the monitoring 

was no longer required, and this freed up resources to more effectively manage the ongoing 

diagnostic task. Monitoring processes are well-integrated with major action control theories 

(e.g., Botvinick et al., 2001), and monitoring has been considered an intrinsic part of the 

executive control of working memory (e.g., Vandierendonck et al., 1998). 

The current findings will inform current and future models of working memory in 

general. For example, rather than assigning declarative and procedural representations (and 

the arbitrary bindings between them) to different systems such as in the conceptual model by 

Oberauer (2009; 2010), a recent computational model by Manohar et al. (2020) treats stimulus 

and response codes as highly equivalent nodes that can be bound to each other in any 

combination through changes in synaptic weights  depending on the task context. This model 

fits well with recent action control models that assume cognitive control to arise from learning 

of contextually appropriate associations between stimulus, response, and/or control 

representations (e.g., Abrahamse et al., 2016; Hommel et al., 2001; Egner, 2014). Whereas the 

model by Manohar (2020) may be well-suited to explain the observation that cancellation 

cues leave intact the IBC effect (as synaptic weights are not affected) unless the inducer task 

is actively replaced by another, we believe that this model cannot easily explain the speed-up 

in response times after the inducer task is canceled. 
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Finally, the inducer-diagnostic paradigm can be considered the (pure) working (or 

short-term) memory counterpart of the more general prospective memory tasks. Even though 

the current study, to the best of our knowledge, is the first to explore directed dismantling at 

the level of procedural working memory, our results are generally consistent with at least one 

prior finding from the prospective memory literature. Bugg and Scullin (2013) focused on the 

impact of no longer relevant task instructions, but the canceled task instructions had to be 

remembered over much longer periods of time. Specifically, like in the current study, Bugg 

and Scullin (2013) informed participants that a previously encoded stimulus-response rule 

execution) of this stimulus-response rule in a later stage of the task. They observed that 

participants found it hard to prevent such commission errors, especially if they never executed 

the now irrelevant stimulus-response rule. This finding aligns with the outcome of the current 

study. However, although an explicit message similarly stated that the prospective-memory 

instructions were no longer relevant in the study by Bugg and Scullin (2013), their study 

provided no measure to attest to the notion that participants effectively disengaged from the 

intention to apply the instructions. The drop in response times after the cancellation cues in 

the current study suggests such disengagement. More importantly, in their design, Bugg and 

Scullin (2013) inserted both a long delay (during which an otherwise irrelevant vocabulary 

task and a demographics form were administered) and a rather long series of alternative task 

trials between the encoding and forgetting instructions. This makes it hard to distinguish the 

effects of working memory from long-term memory effects; indeed, directed forgetting has 

been observed in declarative (Macleod, 1999) and procedural long-term memory (Schmidt et 

al., 2021) but may involve different mechanisms. The current study specifically targeted 

procedural working memory, where novel stimulus-response bindings are maintained (cf. the 

 Oberauer 2009; 2010), from the notion that active removal serves capacity 
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limitations (cf. Lewis-Peacock et al., 2018). Future studies should further close the gap 

between these literatures. 

Overall, we can conclude that procedural representations formed on the basis of 

instructions are more persistent than may be assumed from the floating nature of working 

memory content. We believe that further progress on linking instruction following to general 

models of working memory may follow from computational simulations of our data (e.g., by 

models presented in Manohar et al., 2020 and Oberauer et al., 2013), and from neuroimaging 

studies that offer a window into (latent) instructed task representations (e.g., Bourguignon et 

al., 2018; González-García et al., 2017; Muhle-Karbe et al., 2017; Palenciano et al., 2019; 

Ruge at al., 2019). Moreover, explicit links to working memory input gating mechanisms 

(Chatham & Badre, 2015) may help to further explain instruction following in a fully 

mechanistic manner, accounting for the intitial, intention-driven set up of stimulus-response 

rules in working memory. 

Limitations and directions for future studies 

The current study aimed to explore the directed dismantling of stimulus-response rules in 

capacity-limited procedural working memory. In order to study procedural working memory 

proper  and to prevent an impact of more permanent memory traces of the stimulus-response 

rules  we employed the inducer-diagnostic paradigm. This task allows for exploring the 

impact on ongoing behavior of prepared but (formally) not yet executed instructions, opening 

a relatively clean window into the operations of procedural working memory. Specifically, in 

the current study we opted for instructed stimulus-response rules that were composed of 

arbitrary bindings between semantic (stimulus) representations, and left or right response 

representations. W

during encoding of the inducer task instructions resulted in corresponding sub-threshold 

motor activation via automatic priming (e.g., Bundt et al., 2015), thus implying potential 
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subthreshold execution-like processing for each inducer task stimulus-response rule in the 

instruction phase. On the one hand, this does not threaten current conclusions: The finding 

remains that reading instructions necessary to perform a future task quickly results in the 

level of procedural working memory. Without time and opportunity for more extended 

practice, we fail to see how mere sub-threshold motor activation would promote stimulus-

response representations beyond the realm of capacity-limited procedural working memory 

(e.g., activated long-term memory traces; Meiran et al., 2012). Indeed, if our current design 

with left- versus right-hand responses would have somehow allowed for more permanent 

memory traces of the initial instructions in the first encoding phase, then why is a simple (and 

instant, in the case of 0 trials for the first diagnostic task) replacement by a new set of 

instructions in Experiment 4 sufficient to attenuate the impact of the initial set of instructions? 

If these would have already reached long-term memory, they would be expected to still 

induce an IBC effect after having been replaced by new instructions (e.g., Logan, 1988). On 

the other hand, the extent to which both the prepared reflex and its insensitivity to 

cancellation cues are related to the degree with which the stimulus-response rule can be 

automatically activated (or simulated) is an interesting research question for future studies 

that will help inform to inform the level of generalizability of the current proof-of-principle 

study. For example, future studies may replicate current findings using response sets that have 

been argued to be less likely to induced sub-threshold activation, such as bimanual, finger-

specific response options (Gonzalez-Garcia et al., 2019; but see, Formica et al., 2021). 

Finally, as noted above, it may be that more powerful cancellation manipulations 

would succeed in eliminating the automatic impact of task instructions. Indeed, a study by 

Whitehead and Egner (2018b) manipulated the proportion congruency across diagnostic trials 

in a different type of inducer-diagnostic task, and observed that under some conditions it is 
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possible to partially block the automatic impact of procedural working memory 

representations. Follow-up studies should try to 

cancellation in the current study design, as participants in the current study may not have been 

pushed enough to truly engage in full dismantling. This may be done in several ways. 

Participants may receive overall performance-contingent reward in order to enhance 

motivation. Alternatively, performance can be associated with higher rewards for runs with 

cancellation cues than for other types of runs. Previous work showed the reflexive nature of 

instruction following (Liefooghe et al., 2012), and the current study took the next step in 

showing that this even occurs when people have demonstrably disengaged from these 

instructions when they became irrelevant. Reinforcing cancellation policies could provide an 

even more stringent test of the true automatic nature of applying instructions. 

 To conclude, the current study provides novel insight into instruction following, 

demonstrating that it is difficult to dismantle new instructions maintained in procedural 

working memory once they become outdated. We suggest that the preparation of new 

instructions can result in a representation that has the potential to automatically impact task 

performance through reflexes, but that this representation is ballistic in nature as no 

mechanisms are available to counteract the effect of prepared instructions. Thus far, it seems 

that only encoding and preparing new instructions has the potential to override older, no-

longer-relevant instructions. Hence, the only way for our student driver from the introduction 

to not suffer from unexpected changes in the traffic situation, would be to immediately 

receive a set of adjusted instructions from the expert instructor. 

Context of the research 

Please write a context paragraph!  Instruction following is critical for optimal learning and 

performance in our society, rendering it a research topic with high applied relevance. Even 

though instruction following has grown into a separate research domain over the last decade, 
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it cannot be studied in isolation. Understanding its underlying mechanisms requires an 

integration of insights from various more overarching research domains. The current paper is 

the result of a collaboration of researchers working across the domains of instruction 

following, action control/cognitive flexibility, and working memory. Indeed, instructions 

allow for flexible action control without the need for practice, through configuring procedural 

working memory with stimulus-response rules that are initially encoded in declarative 

working memory. This requires and motivates crossing these literatures. Here we explored if a 

forgetting mechanism studied mainly in the domain of declarative working memory, also 

operates on new instructions in procedural working memory. This type of research forces both 

empirical and theoretical integration across research domains. In a next step, we hope to 

engage language researchers to extent our understanding about how linguistic input sets up 

declarative and procedural working memory content, and about what linguistic features affect 

instruction following in which way. 
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Tables 

 

Table 1. Cell means and corresponding standard errors of the second diagnostic task in 

Experiment 1. The following abbreviations are used: Applied inducer stimulus (Applied), 

Instructed inducer stimulus (Instructed). 

       
    Congruency 
  Congruent  Incongruent 
  M SE  M SE 
RTs       
 Applied 532 12  536 12 

 Instructed 530 11  537 12 
PCs       
 Applied 0.95 0.01  0.93 0.01 

  Instructed 0.95 0.01  0.93 0.01 
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Table 2. Cell means and corresponding standard errors of Experiment 2. The following 

abbreviations are used: No Inducer Task (NIT), Inhibit Inducer Response (IIR), Control 

condition (C).  

        Congruency     
   Congruent  Incongruent 
  Condition M SE  M SE 

Filler runs        

 RTs NIT 525 19  534 20 

  IIR 556 19  573 20 

  C 534 19  544 20 
        

 PCs NIT 0.95 0.01  0.94 0.01 

  IIR 0.96 0.01  0.94 0.01 

  C 0.96 0.01  0.95 0.01 
      

Cued Trials Target Runs      

 RTs NIT 497 18  510 20 

  IIR 528 19  541 20 

  C 535 18  541 20 

        

 PCs NIT 0.94 0.01  0.93 0.01 

  IIR 0.96 0.01  0.95 0.01 

    C 0.96 0.01   0.95 0.01 
Corresponding Trials Filler Runs      

 RTs NIT 522 18  533 18 

  IIR 552 19  563 19 

  C 527 18  535 18 
        

 PCs NIT 0.95 0.01  0.93 0.01 

  IIR 0.96 0.01  0.94 0.01 

  C 0.96 0.01  0.94 0.01 
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Table 3. Cell means and corresponding standard errors of the second diagnostic task in 
Experiment 3. 

 Run Type Congruency 
    Congruent  Incongruent 
    M SE  M SE 

RTs  Absent Complete 546 7  560 7 
   Cancel 539 8  554 8 
   Proceed 556 8  566 8 
         

  Present Complete 552 7  561 8 
   Cancel 550 8  555 8 
   Proceed 557 8  574 9 
         

PCs  Absent Complete 0.93 0.01  0.90 0.01 
   Cancel 0.94 0.01  0.91 0.01 
   Proceed 0.94 0.01  0.91 0.01 
         

  Present Complete 0.94 0.01  0.90 0.01 
   Cancel 0.94 0.01  0.91 0.01 

      Proceed 0.94 0.01   0.90 0.01 
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Table 4. Cell means and corresponding standard errors of the second diagnostic task in 
Experiment 4. 

 Run Type  Congruency  
    Congruent  Incongruent 
    M SE  M SE 

RTs  Absent Proceed 574 9  582 11 
   Replace 585 12  589 11 
         

  Present Proceed 573 10  590 11 
   Replace 581 10  583 10 
         

PCs  Absent Proceed 0.92 0.01  0.89 0.01 
   Replace 0.92 0.01  0.91 0.01 
         

  Present Proceed 0.93 0.01  0.90 0.01 
      Replace 0.91 0.01   0.91 0.01 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Schematic outline of the inducer-diagnostic paradigm. In the inducer-

diagnostic paradigm, participants are presented with a series of runs that each exists of various 

trials (multiple runs together make up for a block). Across all runs, the diagnostic task 

remains the same: Participants decide whether a stimulus is presented in italic or upright (e.g., 

upright, press left; italic, press right). At the start of each run, two new arbitrary stimulus-

response (S-R) mappings for the inducer task are introduced in a declarative format (i.e., e.g., 

probe trial of the inducer task presented towards the end of the run 

presented in green), they are first presented with a number of trials of the diagnostic task. The 

main target of the inducer-diagnostic paradigm is to explore the impact of the inducer task 

stimulus-response mappings (that are kept in mind for later use) on performance during the 

diagnostic task trials. Specifically, the combination of inducer and diagnostic stimulus-

response mappings results in a congruency variable: Congruent trials require a diagnostic task 

response that matches with the stimulus-

presented upright or 

task response that mismatches with the stimulus-response mappings of the inducer task (e.g., 

Performance is typically better on 

congruent as compared to incongruent trials, and this is referred to as the Instruction-Based 

Congruency (IBC) effect. 

Figure 2. Schematic outline of the different run types used in Experiment 1 and their 

corresponding time parameters. The runs were separated by a 500ms interval. The critical run 

type (Target Runs) allows for testing the impact on the second diagnostic task of a specific 

inducer task S-R mapping that was not executed for the completion of the inducer task trials. 
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Figure 3. Mean RTs of Experiment 1 as a function of Congruency (Congruent, 

Incongruent), Stimulus Type (Applied, Unapplied), and Diagnostic Task (First, Second). 

Error bars denote standard errors. 

Figure 4. Schematic outline of the different run types used in Experiment 2 and their 

corresponding time parameters. The runs were separated by a 500ms interval. The critical run 

type (Target Runs) allows for testing the impact on the post-cue diagnostic task of inducer 

task S-R mapping that were cancelled before ever being executed. 

Figure 5. Mean RTs of Experiment 2 as a function of Condition (Inhibit inducer 

response, No inducer task, Control), Run Type (Filler Run, Target Run) and Congruency 

(Congruent, Incongruent). Error bars denote standard errors. 

Figure 6. Schematic outline of the different run types used in Experiment 3 and their 

corresponding time parameters. The runs were separated by a 1500ms interval in which 5 

center. 

Figure 7. Mean RTs of Experiment 3 as a function of Congruency, Run Type, and First 

Diagnostic Task. Error bars denote standard errors. 

Figure 8. Schematic outline of the different run types used in Experiment 4 and their 

corresponding time parameters. The runs were separated by a 1500ms interval in which 5 

center. 

Figure 9. Mean RTs of Experiment 4 as a function of Congruency, Run Type, and First 

Diagnostic Task. Error bars denote standard errors. 
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Figure 9. 
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